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Chairman’s Column
Taking the Helm
This is my first column for Topmasts since taking on the chairmanship in
an acting capacity in April and being confirmed in office at the society’s
‘virtual AGM’ on 25 July. My first task is naturally to pay tribute to my
immediate predecessor, Admiral Sir Kenneth Eaton. Ken’s distinguished
naval service was followed by such posts as chairman of the Guy’s and
St Thomas’s Hospital Trust and the Mary Rose Trust. He chaired the
Society’s ‘Way Ahead’ Group, which set the society’s course for the
ten years until 2020; this introduced significant reforms, including a
greatly improved website, digitization of The Mariner’s Mirror and the
introduction of a regular and substantial newsletter, Topmasts, as well
as making important changes to the society’s procedures. Ken became
chairman of the Society in 2011 and has had one of the longest tenures of
the post in the society’s history. Speaking personally, I am very grateful to
him for his support during my time as chair of the society’s Research and
Programmes Committee, and for his faith in nominating me to succeed
him. I am also deeply conscious of the fact that I am following not only
in Ken’s footsteps but also those of his predecessors; since the position
of chairman was instituted in 1925, the holders of it have all been highly
eminent in their fields, including such hugely distinguished names in the
field of maritime research as Michael Lewis, Christopher Lloyd and Alan
Villiers. Therefore I am deeply aware of the fact that I am very much
‘standing on the shoulders of giants’. Ken Eaton and all who have gone
before him will be very hard acts to follow, but I shall endeavour to do so
to the best of my abilities.
From a personal point of view, the Society, especially as represented
by The Mariner’s Mirror, has been a part of my life for a very long time.
I joined the SNR in 1985, but was aware of the Mirror long before that.
I first started ‘doing research’ on maritime and naval history when I was
a schoolboy growing up in west Wales. In those days public libraries had
rather more generous and wide-ranging acquisitions policies than they do
now. I first ventured into my local reference library when I was probably
12 or so, and remember being pointed toward remarkably well-stocked
maritime history shelves by the town’s notoriously fearsome librarian.
Jane’s Fighting Ships 1968–9 – then the newest edition – was a revelation,
but I soon noticed the long run of bound volumes nearly adjacent to it.
I looked inside, and beheld for the first time a cover which was unlike
anything I had ever seen before. What strange symbols were these? What
sort of sea monster was that? Who was this mariner, and why did he have
a mirror? I soon left these unfathomable mysteries to one side and started
to browse the articles, which struck even my young self as remarkably
eclectic. I quickly discovered the many articles by R. C. Anderson, and
as my interest in seventeenth-century naval history developed, so too did
my reliance on Anderson’s work. Surely, I thought, the Mirror was the
repository of pretty much everything worth knowing about maritime
history, and that conviction has essentially remained with me to the
present day. Having said that, I have to confess to having always found
it a little difficult to get terribly enthused about, say, stone anchors or
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triremes, but that is most certainly my fault, not that of the Mirror and
its successive editors. Long may it continue to flourish; and although I
suspect it features on the shelves of very few provincial public libraries
these days, I hope that schoolboys and schoolgirls alike may, perhaps,
stumble across the free article of the month on the Society’s website while
surfing their smart phones, and that this chance discovery might inspire
in them a lifetime’s love of nautical research.
It is, then, a tremendous honour and privilege to take the helm of the
world’s premier society in its field. The present circumstances may be
difficult, but I look forward to meeting the challenges ahead and above
all to having opportunities in the future to meet with as many members
as possible in person, either at AGMs or at other society events. In the
meantime, hwyl fawr!
David Davies
Chairman, SNR

Editor’s Notes
First, I would like to congratulate David Davies on his election as Chairman
of the Society. You will have just read his first Chairman’s Column, and I
look forward to working with him to guide Topmasts into the future.
When I was preparing the May edition of Topmasts I thought that it
would be a ‘one-off’ edition with no lectures and very few conferences
to bring to your attention, but I hoped that the August edition would
start to see lecture programmes and conference notices, albeit perhaps not
starting for a few months. Sadly that is not the case, although the first faint
stirrings are just perceptible.
However, I hope that the experience of lockdown has made us all think
more seriously about the advantages of streaming both conferences and
lectures. The Nautical Archaeology Society is serving up an online feast of
archaeological goodies in their conference at the beginning of November –
lectures, seminars, a quiz night, exhibition area and children’s activities; the
Exeter University Centre for Maritime Historical Studies 2020/21 seminar
series will be online; the Australian National Maritime Museum has online
exhibitions and much else. Go to https://seahistory.org/museumsonline/
for an incredible list of online resources in the US and elsewhere. Let us
hope that the silver lining of the Covid-19 lockdown is that many lectures
and conferences will be streamed. Before streaming, to attend a lecture in
Exeter would have meant, for me, a 500-mile round trip and an overnight
stay. Not something I could justify, and I am sure that streaming will
ensure a far bigger audience.
In this edition you will find an article on a model of RRS Discovery,
a serendipidous article by our Honorary Secretary, and articles on the
suppression of the slave trade and a mystery island. There is also news
of the award of the Victory and Anderson Medals, and a consultation
with members about a logo for the Society. There is overseas news from
the Netherlands, conference reports and a research report. As we emerge
slowly from lockdown, I have also included a summary list of those
museums have opened and those that remain closed, which was correct
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when compiled on 21 July. Please check websites before you plan a visit to
any public venue.
Nigel Blanchford
Editor, Topmasts
Nigel.blanchford@snr.org.uk

Discovering the ‘Discovery’
The RRS ‘Discovery’ 1901 model
The restored vessel
It is a wonderful privilege to be able to speak about the restored vessel RRS
Discovery 1901, in the present tense; although launched at the beginning
of the twentieth century, she is still alive and well, back in the place of her
birth, at Dundee in Scotland, as one of the four hybrid ships preserved
in the UK, where that unlikely alliance of funnels and sails is the given
motive force. The other transitionals in the UK are, in historical order:
the SS Great Britain 1843 (Bristol); HMS Warrior 1860 (Portsmouth) and
HMS Gannet 1875 (Chatham) and I have been lucky enough in life, as an
amateur, to build large models of all four – although it has taken me over
40 years to do it!
Much of what I have learned about the Discovery, was gleaned from
a trip to Discovery Point, at Dundee, where they have a truly excellent
adjunct to the ship herself, with their well-appointed museum of artefacts
and original material from both the first expedition in 1901 and the later
1911 ‘race to the Pole’.
The journey
Model makers are a strange bunch, and do what they do for very different
reasons. For me, it is not only about a technical journey of physically

Figure 1 Sheer drawing for SS ‘Discovery’, prepared for the 1906 meeting of the Naval Institute of
Architects, by E. W. Smith after the voyage was over. Note that on the model the officers’ quarters and the
wardroom are in place, and there is a ‘viewing door’ cut into the starboard side of the vessel.
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making a working or static model, but also the adventure on which the
history of the subject will take me. Every ship ever launched was launched
for a purpose, and never more so than in the case of Discovery. Although
in her subsequent life she was sold into other service, her destiny was for
the ice fields and exploration in uncharted waters among the high latitudes
of the South Pole.
Wooden shipbuilding
In full size the cost of Discovery’s build was phenomenal; £34,050 plus
£9.700 for the engines and boiler; the ship was designed by W. E. Smith,
Esquire, under the watchful eye of Sir William White, Director of Naval
Construction. Despite all the other considerations and needs of both the
explorers and the scientists, she was first and foremost an auxiliary-engined
wooden whaler. By the late Victorian/early Edwardian era in which she
was built, wooden shipbuilding had pretty well ceased, and most of the
men who had the skills of building a wooden ship’s hull had retired. This
shortage of labour also had a sting in the tail. The scientific element to this
ship meant that in the central part of the ship’s waist, there was to be no
use of iron or steel whatsoever – not even the use of a metallic button in
the deep cushioning of the upholstery; even the wardroom stove had to be
made of bronze to obviate any disturbance to the magnetic field in the arc
of the ‘magnetic observatory’.
Magnetism
Allegedly the trip in 1901 was based on the need for understanding and
interpreting the behaviour of compasses in an area where the earth’s
magnetic field is almost vertical. This was important information for
shipping and the control of the British Empire by the Royal Navy. The
expedition hoped to answer to the big scientific question regarding the
behaviour of a compass when exposed to weak magnetic forces, and how
navigation would be affected by what was, and still is, this mysterious
force of nature. Personally, I believe Scott was also, covertly, preparing for
a second expedition, although at the time, he had no prospect of making
one. But the South Pole needed conquering and I am sure that he felt
destined to make that conquest; but for now he had to console himself
that he had been chosen to captain the ship and carry out the orders of the
Admiralty, and the wishes of his private backer, Sir Clements Markham.
Scott’s diaries
Reading about the ship using Scott’s diaries, almost exactly 100 years later,
became a fascinating piece of research for me. The human story, so well
related by him, paints a picture of a generally contented crew putting up
with the privations of isolation, the howling gales and the long Antarctic
winter with five months of darkness, during which time the crew of not
only officers and able seamen but also the scientists had to live, move
and work; this existence took place in a very confined space, heated by
four inefficient Salamander stoves, often filling the living quarters with
smoke and smuts from the backdraft of the inadequate chimneys on the
weather deck. The alternative was the freezing shed they had erected on
the shoreline, and that had no heating at all.
5
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Figure 2 Lieutenant Charles Royds entertains on the harmonium. In later life, he
became the Chief of Metropolitan Police.

Entertainment
To the rescue of this sombre situation came Charles W. R. Royds, the only
man on board who could play the piano; unusually, there were no other
musicians in the ship’s company of 43, so he entertained each night between
the hours of 1800 and 1900 and raised spirits no end with his accomplished
playing. The officers also had a gramophone and a pianola, but the gift
of the American harmonium by the good people of Christchurch, New
Zealand, on their departure was the saving grace, and it is Lieutenantt
Royds who is depicted at a model of the harmonium strutting his stuff.
The figure is not my work, but that of a good friend John Regan; I wish I
had that amount of skill and talent!
My client
The commission to build my model of Discovery came about from a lady
who asked me to build her a doll’s house. I replied that I could make her
a doll’s house, but I would much prefer to build her a model of a ship,
with a fitted interior, which is how this unusual model build came about.
My client is a collector of small objets d’art, but she also possesses a fine
collection of original hand-made, miniature furniture, some apprentice
pieces of Georgian origin with authentic age on their side. This is the
background to my constructing the ship’s internal furnishings on a scale
of 1:48 – including the swivel chairs of the wardroom, the lit stoves and
the mahogany table which, in full scale, acted as a horizontal surface for
everything from the study of navigational charts, to medical operations
by the ship’s doctor. It was all a mile away from the usual requirements
of miniature ship modelling, but refreshing and challenging all at the same
time. My client subsequently has become a member of the Scott Polar
Institute in Cambridge, and took a trip to visit the Antarctic in person,
which I took to be a huge compliment. She now has the Antarctic as a
major interest and enthusiasm.
The model
I first obtained the plans, which were drawn up for the Institute of Naval
Architects in 1906, after the explorers had returned. They are not the original
ship’s plans which were, I think, lost in a fire in the shipyard. They appear
6
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Figure 3 A glimpse of life on board; note the full-scale 26-inch thickness of the side
walls, the uninsulated and draughty floor above the coal bunker and the boats aloft.
Figure 4 The partly finished model
ploughs her way through the icefields of my back yard. In full scale
this is how it often appeared to the
explorers.

Figure 5 The
completed model. The
gas bottles on the stern
housings were for the
observation balloon
(called Eva), note also
the windmill, which
was supposed to provide
the internal lighting,
but collapsed in the first
Antarctic gale.
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Figure 6 The
author attending
to the shrouds of
the main mast.

in several books, and are ideally suited to model-making, not being overcomplicated with detail, but complete enough to show how the structure
was formed. The model is ‘plank on frame’ and was not in any way painful
to construct, the elliptical stern presenting the only real challenge; I did want
to hint at the thickness of the side walls – no other vessel of this type has
ever had 26-inch thick walls, armour plating on the stem for ice-breaking
or the need for a lifting propeller and rudder, to avoid being locked into
the ice. Strangely, the lifting propeller, as an idea, was not new to me, as
HMS Warrior has one, and so does HMS Gannet. There are no scuttles,
light being provided by deck lights, and no projections on the external side
walls. There are no channels and no projecting cathead or anchor gear, all
because these would have been ripped off by passing ice floes.
Restoration
The original ship was sheathed in Greenheart timber, the most abrasive
resistant timber known to mankind. She has been, like so many restored
ships, rebuilt a few times, so she does not appear in her present state, quite
as she used to when launched. To improve her sailing qualities (she ‘sailed
like a pig’) at approximately 4 knots, in 1925, in preparation for yet another
Antarctic expedition (under Mawson), the siting of the foremast was taken
aft and other improvements were made to her rig. Much later in her life, her
triple expansion engine (the work of the Dundee Shipbuilder’s Co. Ltd)
was removed in the early years of the Second World War, possibly for its
value as scrap iron, needed for the war effort. Her most recent makeover
before leaving for display in the cradle of her birth was carried out at a cost
of £500,000 by the Maritime Trust, into whose care she was transferred in
1978. This was after a long sojourn on the Thames, where many people
will remember her on display in a much reduced state. In 1985 she was
transferred to the Dundee Heritage Trust, who undertake a continuing
maintenance programme in Dundee; rust and weeps never sleep.
Success or failure, was the first Antarctic trip worthwhile?
A great deal was learned about an area of the globe which had never been
explored before by humans; at the outset, they were not even sure that
there was land under the ice; they saw plant life which flourished in the
8
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Antarctic spring; they learned about a strange fish which exists without
blood in their veins; they came to understand that their sledging dogs
preferred to live in the snow-filled kennels on the weather deck, rather
than round a warm stove. They investigated, at great personal cost, how
the Emperor penguins survived in minus 50-degree Antarctic winds,
protecting their eggs and their chicks by taking it in turns to huddle
together for warmth. Magnetism was studied in minute detail on a day
and night basis. Sir David Attenborough would I think, give a resounding
affirmation for what they did and achieved.
I hope that my model of Discovery is a reminder of the social life and
history of the sailors who operated her and lived aboard, bringing home
the privations of limited space and hard physical existence. Men crowded
together for years on end, with their basic needs for food, sanitation,
good health, entertainment and religious observance fulfilled by reading,
writing, whittling and painting in watercolours, but without any contact
whatsoever with the outside world. This has lessons to teach a world like
ours, which suddenly finds itself ‘locked down’ by a pandemic virus. How
I wonder, will we have fared after years of imposed deprivation?
Further reading
Scott’s diaries have been publsihed various publishers
L. C. Bernacchi The Saga of the Discovery Blackie & Son
A. Savours The Voyages of the Discovery Virgin books
R. Bryan Ordeal by Ice Seaforth
C. Garrard The Worst Journey in the World Vintage
J. Skelton The Antarctic Journals of Reginald W. Skelton: Biographical
notes
William Mowll
Member, SNR
Honorary elected member of the Guild of Master Craftsmen UK

Serendipity and Old Index Cards
Although the Society’s official historic archive is kept at the National
Maritime Museum, there are often other ‘personal’ notes kept that may
deserve looking at in greater detail before they are discarded. One such
example of this is during the recent Covid-19 lockdown, when many
people were clearing out offices, lofts, garages, etc. Alan Aberg, one of our
Vice-Presidents and a former Chairman of the Society, sent me a couple
of his old index cards, dating back from about 50 years ago, which he had
found among his papers. I was fascinated for a number of reasons, but
particularly because they mentioned ship models that had been purchased
by the Society through our MacPherson Collection Endowment Fund.
The first card related to the Punic ship that Honor Frost had excavated
off the coast of Sicily in the 1970s. The Society made a number of annual
grants to her to assist with the excavation – in the early years it was £250 or
£300 per annum and in 1975–7 it was £500. A further note on this particular
card stated that in the 1980s the Society purchased a model of the Punic
ship from F. Howard using the MacPherson Trust and presented it to the
National Maritime Museum, where it was added to their study collection.
9
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Figure 1 The Punic ship: 1:25 ship model based on the wreck (courtesy National
Maritime Museum)

Apparently, the model was also used at a National Maritime Museum
International conference on the subject of fifth-century Athenian triremes.
The model is still held in the National Maritime Museum’s collection,
no. AAE0085. It was built by Frank Howard to a scale of 1:25 and depicts
the wreck of the Punic warship from Marsala, Sicily, of a type in use
around 250 bc. The model is made entirely from balsa wood and shows
the condition of the wreck, as excavated by Honor Frost, including some
of the frames, etc. At 134 centimetres (nearly 4½ feet) in length it is quite
a sizable model.
The second card has the heading ‘Mary Rose – MacPherson’ and shows
three dates when grants were made to the Mary Rose excavation in the 1970s.
In 1971 the Society gave £250 towards the purchase of the air lift to assist
the raising of the wreck. Another £300 grant was made in 1972 and a further
£500 in 1976, the purposes for which it was intended were not mentioned.
An addendum was also written, ‘14.10.1930. Ceremony held in Portsmouth
Cathedral at which the SNR presented a model of the Mary Rose’.
After a little research it became obvious that this did not refer to the
Mary Rose, which we all know of, but the Mary Rose (1654). Originally
named Maidstone, she was 40-gun Fourth Rate frigate, built for the
Commonwealth navy by Munday’s of Woodbridge. After the Restoration
in 1660 her name was changed to Mary Rose. She fought in the AngloDutch wars and, more importantly in this case, was commanded by John
Kempthorne in 1669 when she was attacked by a fleet of Algerine corsairs.
Vice-Admiral Sir John Kempthorne, as he was later to become, was also
MP for Portsmouth. When he died on 19 October 1679 he was buried
in St Thomas’s Church, later to become Portsmouth Cathedral, and a
monument was erected in his memory. Situated in the south aisle, now
known as the Navy Aisle. The inscription reads
Here lyeth Interred the Body of Sr John
Kempthorne Knight who had ye Honour
to wear severall Flags in severall com
mands in his Majesties service, and hath
fought severall Battles at sea for his
King and Country; and dyed Commision
ner of his Majesties Navy at Portsmouth
10
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Figure 2 Kempthorne’s Memorial and model of the ‘Mary Rose’ (his last command) suspended above.

the 19th day of October 1679
being aged 59 yeares
Heare beneath this Stone doth lye
As much valour as could dye
Who in his life did vigour give
To as much Justice as could live
But Death (which ne’er could him dismay)
Unkindly snatch him hence away
It appears that the model Mary Rose was instigated by one of our founding
members, Harold Wyllie, the eldest son of the famous marine artist W. L.
Wyllie. It was made by Ernest Worsley from Australian wood donated
by Clement Langford of Melbourne, and at the cathedral the model
was dedicated by the first bishop of Portsmouth on 7 November 1929,
just after the 250th anniversary of Kempthorne’s death. Apparently the
ceremony was attended by Admiral Sir Roger Keyes and Admiral of the
Fleet Earl Jellicoe. The dedication was as follows,
We place this ship here as a perpetual memorial of the Officers and
Men of the Royal Navy, who, through four hundred years have
worshiped in this Church, and have laid down their lives in the
service of the King. But especially we do this in memory of those
who sailed and died in the ships called in succession Mary Rose.
Interestingly, the model is also above the grave of the ‘Unknown Sailor’,
from the original Mary Rose, whose remains were buried here in 1984
(with a full Latin funeral mass) to represent the rest of the crew who were
lost when the ship sank in 1545.
The difference between the dates on the index card and that of the
ceremony may be that the dedication service took place in 1929 but the
actual hanging of the ship above Kempthorne’s monument was in 1930.
In September 2015 the model was taken down for restoration and it was
discovered that within the hollow hull was a piece of wood, recovered
in 1836 from Henry VIII’s original Mary Rose, plus a copy of the order
of service from the dedication. Although conjectural, it appears that the
11
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service sheet was put inside the model around the time of the dedication
but before she was suspended from the roof. Then, as mentioned above,
in 1930 the SNR, as the originator of the idea and instigator of the model,
formally presented the model to the cathedral at a second ceremony, when
it was suspended above Kempthorne’s memorial.
The moral behind this story, if there is one, is that often there could
be gems of information in what, at first glance, may appear to be rather
mundane notes.
Alistair Roach
Hon. Secretary, SNR

Ascension Island’s Role in Suppressing
the Slave Trade
In 1815 a Royal Marine garrison was established on the uninhabited
island of Ascension to prevent the French using it to rescue Napoleon,
imprisoned on the neighbouring island of St Helena. In 1807, following
Wilberforce’s successful campaign to outlaw slavery, the navy’s West
African squadron was tasked with enforcing the Act for the Abolition
of the Slave Trade, not only in relation to our own national ships but
applying it to all nations. This was only possible after Nelson’s victory
at Trafalgar, making Britain a maritime superpower. Initially the island’s
development was slow, as the marines cultivated the area surrounding the
2,818-foot extinct volcano known as Green Mountain by planting trees.
While the vegetation developed, it attracted even more mist, ensuring
that the mountain side became more and more fertile. The original Royal
Marine barracks at 2,000 feet became less habitable due to the damp, so
a new barracks known as the Red Lion was built lower down, which
was convenient for the Marine farm workers. Marines who had previous
experience as shepherds and in farming were specifically sent to the island.
Gradually the island became more strategically important, particularly
when steam frigates were introduced, needing workshops to maintain their
machinery. The Great Store House was built in 1848 to house both ship
and victualling stores. From 1844 Captain A. Morrell, Royal Navy, was
appointed to HMS Tortoise, the island’s guardship, as garrison commander;
he and his family were accommodated ashore in what later would be called
the administrator’s house overlooking Georgetown, the island’s settlement.
Previously, the island had been commanded by a Royal Marine officer
who became the Officer Commanding the Royal Marines (OCRM) in the
expanded establishment. The introduction of steam frigates was a winner
when the fast slave schooners were becalmed! It is remarkable that the
ninerteenth-century sailors managed to land heavy ordnance despite the
continuous Atlantic swell.
All visiting ships anchored off Georgetown Pierhead; this is the only
‘sheltered’ bay. In 1823 a virulent fever was spread from HMS Bann,
causing a total of 50 deaths; this was followed in 1828 by a repeat that
included the death of the island’s Royal Marine commandant, Lieutenant
William Bate, as well as 34 marines and their families. In future all ships
in quarantine would use Comfortless Cove. HMS Bonetta, part of the
12
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Figure 1 Top row, left and centre, the 1833 barracks enveloped in mist; the same building is now their
cow shed with its Royal Marine badge! Right, the replacement barracks for Royal Marine farm hands
enjoying a sunnier environment.
Middle row, left, the Great Store built in 1848; the slate roof was replaced with asbestos. Right, the pier
head steam crane in 1920.
Bottom row, Bonetta cemetery, Comfortless Cove. Right, the main graveyard, white graves in the fore
ground from the twentieth century, distant ‘brown’ ones from the nineteenth century.

Royal Navy’s West Africa Squadron, had been on an anti-slavery patrol
off West Africa well known as ‘white man’s grave’. In early 1838 her crew
was struck down with yellow fever and anchored off Comfort Cove (later
renamed Comfortless Cove) giving time for survivors to recover. Her dead
were buried in the isolated graveyard (see illustration) named after her and
subsequently used by many more ships.
Bonetta returned to service commanded by Lieutenant Stoll. She
arrived at the entrance to the Congo River flying an American flag to be
met by the local headman thinking she was a slave ship needing a ‘cargo’.
He informed the captain that there were already six slave ships 30 miles
up the Congo River. With the promise of a liberal reward, a pilot helped
them to successfully navigate under cover of darkness to within a few
hundred yards of three slave ships flying Portuguese flags. Stoll captured
them without resistance. Among the crews, now prisoners, several were
found to be Frenchmen under false names, while ashore there were 2,000
Africans waiting to be purchased. It is assumed that Stoll decided that
13
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three captured vessels was, for his small brigantine, the most he could
handle, so he left the three which were thought to be Brazilian further
up the river. At the entrance of the Congo River with his three prizes, he
informed Captain Elliot in HMS Columbine of the presence of the three
remaining anchored Brazilian ships.
After arriving back at Ascension Island, Stoll left a full description of
his three captured slavers; this is held in the Historical Society’s archive.
He would then make passage with his prizes to Sierra Leone to land the
slaves at Freetown, leaving his three captured slavers to be sold and to be
awarded prize money.
Lieutenant Stoll’s notes on ‘Bonetta’ ’s captured slave ships
Ship’s name

Under what
Real
Captain
colours
nationality		
Liberal
Portuguese
Spanish
Dos Santos
				
[Real captain, Bavailler (Fr)]
Josephine
Portuguese
Spanish
Dos Reis
				
[Real captain, Michael Clements Soulë (Fr)]
Ligera
Portuguese
Spanish
Da Costa Lage*
				
[*Real Captain: Franeiju, nominally a passenger onboard]

Type
/ton
Brig.
180 Tons

Slaves
Slaves
landed

Schooner
70 Tons

About
100 slaves

Schooner
136 Tons

Still on
board

This report dated 4 October 1839 was sent to the Admiralty including
the information that their home port was Havana. If they had not been
captured, after embarking a full cargo of slaves, they would have sailed to
Havana. The ships’ owners were stated to be Spanish.
The source of slaves on the Gold Coast
When seconded to the Ghanaian Navy in 1966–7, I visited many of the 36
forts and castles used by European nations to conduct their slave trading
along the Gold Coast. The first settlement started when the Portuguese
built Elmina Castle in 1482; at the time of my visit it was being used as the
Ghanaian Police Training College. Like many of these forts and castles they
changed hands regularly. In 1637 Elmina was captured by the Dutch, who
controlled more forts and castles along the coast than any other nation.
The English stronghold was Cape Coast Castle built by the Portuguese
in 1637, briefly captured by the Dutch followed by the Swedes, before in
1664 it was taken by the English.
The manning of a typical trading post on the Gold Coast (now Ghana)
had only two or three Europeans since it was well known to be the white
man’s grave. The European trader relied on a commercial arrangement
with the local African chief to provide captured Africans for sale, domestic
support and importantly local protection. The European would help the
ship’s purser negotiate his purchase in exchange for European goods.
Slaves would be ferried through the heavy surf in large dugout canoes
manned by Kru boys, the traditional boatmen and fishermen found all
along this West African coast; it was said that no surf would defeat them.
If Europeans could survive for the first year or two, they would survive
for many more years.
During my 18-month secondment in Ghana, we had three fatalities, our
surgeon lieutenant, my CERA’s wife and a six-year-old child, all within
14
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South-west Ghana showing slave trading forts drawn by Michael Forder

our small naval training team and despite having modern medicines. West
Africa remains a serious health risk to Europeans.
Nations involved in the slave trade were Brandenburgers (German),
Brazilians, Dutch, English, French, Portuguese, Spanish, Swedes and the
US Americans. While the English were responsible for bringing this trade
to an end, they had in previous centuries, been responsible for 28 per cent
of the total slave trade. Following the Act for the Abolition of the Slave
Trade that prohibited this practice in 1807, the trade continued for many
more years until the 1870s. The Dutch sold the Gold Coast to Britain in
1872, the year when the slave trade officially finished. The Royal Navy

Top row, left, Elmina Castle viewed from Fort St George; centre, inside Elmina Castle; right,
Cape Coast Castle. Below, left, a similar canoe was used to transport slaves; right, the neverceasing surf, seine net fishing.
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was responsible for freeing 150,000 slaves from 1,600 captured slave ships
at a cost of 17,000 naval lives, mainly through disease.
John M. Bingeman
Vice-President, SNR
Editor’s Note In 1979 John Bingeman, when chairman of the Royal
Navy and Royal Marines Sub-Aqua Association, organized with his army
and RAF counterparts a joint services month-long expedition to Ascension
Island to study marine life. John returned to the island in 1991 and 1992 to
supervise RAF recreational diving with his wife, Jane. Since then they have
been regular visitors to the Island and together they published Ascension
Island: Inshore sea life (2005) sponsored by the local administration.

The Pepys Island Mystery Solved
An ‘inconstant island’ is one visited and charted which dematerializes after
an indeterminate period, only to reappear in the same form and at the
same geographical co-ordinates many years or centuries later. None of
them is better authenticated than San Borondón in the Canary Islands, and
Pepys Island in the South Atlantic.
The governments of Spain and Portugal have believed in such magical
islands for over 540 years. The concept is enshrined in their Treaty of
Alcaçovas-Toledo in 1479 by which any island ‘yet to be discovered in the
Canary Isles’, meaning in particular the inconstant island of San Borondón,
is automatically Spanish.
Spanish author Juan de Abreu Galindo reported in his book History
of the Conquest of the Seven Canary Islands that ‘the island of San
Borondón, which is the eighth and last, whose existence may be inferred
from countless sightings of its apparitions, seems to be located at 20º30'N
and eight leagues (40 kilometres) west of La Gomera.’ Sightings occur,
frequently accompanied by electrical storms of some intensity, and the
period of the apparition may last for one or several days. During this time
a physical visit may be possible, but if the visitor is still present on the
island when it dematerializes, they will disappear permanently with it.
The concept of inconstant islands has never been accepted openly by
the British Crown or Admiralty.
The voyage of William Ambrosia Cowley, mariner, as recorded in
Pepys MS 2826, commenced in August 1683 ‘from ye Capes Virginia to
the islands of Cape Verde, from there to Guinea and so to 60º20' S latitude’
south of the Malvinas/Falklands. On the way Cowley had decided to use
the Strait of Magellan to avoid going around Cape Horn, and for this reason
he diverted to bear WSW and by chance discovered the island which he
named ‘Pepys’ at about 47º S, several hundred kilometres north of the
Malvinas/Falklands. (See http://www.galapagos.to/TEXTS/COWLEY-1.
HTM#Morgan for the relevant manuscropts discussed here)
The manuscripts Lambeth 642 and Morgan 3310 provide confirmation
that the newly discovered island was ‘not laid down in the Drafts of the
World’ (Lambeth), and was ‘not before known, or ever laid down in any
map or draft’ (Morgan). In fact, as Cowley reveals, ‘We saw likewise
another island by this’ and this new island ‘appeared’ on the second
16
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afternoon. Accordingly, Cowley discovered
at least two islands of a group, ‘and these
islands that we saw I supposed to be the
Sebaldes by the latitude and longitude’ (i.e.
the outer Malvinas/Falklands at 51º S).
He ‘supposed’ no such thing. Aboard his
ship on this voyage was the explorer and expirate William Dampier who stated in his
journal (Sloane MS 3236, British Library),

Figure 1 Pepys island, a mythical island
described by William Ambrosia Cowley
in 1684, published by William Hacke,
in his book, ‘Collection of Original
Voyages’, published in London in 1699
(Public domain)

January 28th 1684. We made the Sebald
de Weerts. They are three rocky, barren
islands without any tree, only some
bushes. The two northernmost lie in
51ºS, the other in 51º20’S. We could not
come near the two northern islands but
we came close by the southern one.
According to Dampier, the privateer
Bachelor’s Delight sailed directly from
Guinea to the Sebaldes. There is no mention
of a detour to 47º S. The evidence of Dampier
is that no island was ever discovered. So why

would he lie?
However, with the benefit of hindsight, now we know that ‘Pepys
Island’ discovered by Cowley was in the region of 25 kilometres long,
densely wooded throughout with high ground, had ample fresh water
and a harbour which could ‘take 500 ships’. This cannot possibly have
been any of the three Sebaldes, nor can Pepys Island and the second island
which turned up to join it have been the two ‘northernmost islands of the
Sebaldes’. Cowley could never have believed his Pepys Island to be in the
Sebaldes, but everything has been done by academic historians ever since
to make it appear that he did so. And one can see why that was done.
When interest in Pepys Island revived for its possible use as a strategic
base some 80 years later, five expeditions went forth: two from France
(Bougainville and La Pérouse) and three from Britain. None of them
thought it was a good idea to start from the Sebaldes, and all started
searching from about the latitude of 47º S. Lord Anson (1740–4), Lord
Byron (1764) and Captain Cook (1769) all hunted in vain before giving up
and, like Dampier, either declared that Pepys Island had been a figment of
Cowley’s imagination, or he had not realized he was in the Sebaldes. The
aim of the British and French governments ever since has been to keep
Pepys Island firmly in the Sebaldes or in Cowley’s imagination, and not
expose themselves to ridicule.
In 1764 their Lordships at the Admiralty had announced to Lord Byron
their Great Plan that
there being reason to believe that lands and islands of large size,
never visited by any European Power, are to be found in the Atlantic
Ocean between the Cape of Good Hope and the Straits of Magellan
in latitudes favourable for navigation, and in favourable climates for
the production of articles of advantage for trade; and His Majesty’s
17
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Figure 2 Historic map of the Falkland Islands showing Pepys Island by
Richard William Seale (1744) (https://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fil:Seale-1744.
png)

islands called Pepys Island and the Falkland Islands, situated in those
seas, having been discovered and visited first by English navigators,
and never having been sufficiently well explored to form an adequate
idea of their coasts, no more opportune occasion is likely to present
itself for an enterprise of this nature
(Author’s translation from de Viedma’s diaries, p. 36)
The documents which follow were released through Pedro de Angelis,
the editor of Collection of Works and Documents Relating to Ancient and
Modern History of the Provinces of Rio de la Plata, as confirmed in his
preface dated 20 June 1839 to the de Viedma diary (p. 28), ‘these details
being such that it requires great incredulity to continue to maintain that
[Pepys] island is imaginary’.
At about six on the evening of 12 March 1771, the private frigate San
Francisco de Paula alias La Catalana, master don Josef Antonio Puig, was
heading for Montevideo from the Malvinas. The weather was clear and
fine, wind south-westerly, strong.
We saw WSW of us an island five to six leagues distant. We reduced
down to two mainsails on account of much wind. I consider the said
island to have a NW-SE axis, to be five to six leagues in length and
without doubt in good visibility it can be seen from twelve to fourteen
leagues. For me it was very high and according to my navigation I
found it situated at 46º49' S and longitude 318º13' Tenerife meridian.
From the NE point of the Malvinas 89 leagues due North, and 102
leagues from Cape Blanco at E5º NE (all corrected). No doubt but
that this is Pepys Island because the Dutch put it on their charts at
the same coordinates but more to the East than it really is.
Sight of the island was lost when night fell. This report was submitted at
Montevideo by navigator Felipe Ruiz Puente on 29 March 1771.
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The governor of Buenos Aires, Julian de Arriaga, then requested a
report from the chief of squadron, don Jorge Juan, which was submitted
subsequently on 9 October1771. It advised that
from information in our possession’, the stated island ‘was
discovered by the English Captain Cowley in latitude 47º04' S and
on the Greenwich meridian of 64º, this being 78 leagues E ¼ SE of
Cape Blanco. It is high and densely wooded, has good water and a
very good harbour which the English call Admiralty Bay, and the
sketch of it is almost the same as that which Puig drew, coinciding
not only in this but in the other details of latitude, longitude, course
and distance. There is very little difference, and no doubt arises that
Puig’s La Catalana is the same island as Pepys Island.
Here we have information that the Dutch knew where the island was,
the Spaniards knew where the island was and from ‘the sketch’ to which
we shall now refer, the Royal Navy knew where the island was. They all
believed in the existence of Pepys Island and they all knew it was not in the
Sebaldes or in Cowley’s imagination.
The sketch, a map of Pepys Island with scale, presumably dating from
the seventeenth century, appears in the de Viedma’s diaries (p. 19) and is
released to the public ‘by kind permission of the Historical Archive of the
province of Buenos Aires, Argentina’. The legend in the extreme upper
right-hand corner of the map reads (in Spanish),
Note. The frigate Diana was anchored in the harbour 24 hours, her
captain observed that that part of the island was very mountainous,
and part flat, was totally wooded and has fresh water, to judge by the
streams flowing down into the sea; but they did not disembark.
In the left margin is a vignette in which are stated the coordinates and the
observation, ‘Where the English frigate the Diana anchored’.
Using the scale provided, the island is 6 x 3 Anglo-French leagues; the
harbour ‘able to accommodate 500 ships’ is one Anglo-French league deep
and two Anglo-French leagues wide across the mouth (one Anglo-French
league = 5.55 kilometres or 3.45 miles).
Conclusion
Pepys Island was visited and surveyed physically by Cowley and a frigate
of the Royal Navy at least. It was charted accurately but in the course of
time dematerialized, and despite intense searches could not be found. In
1771 when it returned to our world, Pepys Island revealed itself on one
occasion to the officials of a Spanish frigate and was accurately reported by
them, but has never been seen since. Like San Borondón in the Canaries,
Pepys Island is an inconstant and magical island. It seems to have awareness
in the same way that a ghost ship does.
Sources
Antonio de Viedma, Basilio Villarino Diarios de navegación,
Expediciones por las costas y ríos patagónicas (1780-1783), Buenos
Aires, 1st edition 1839, reprinted many times
John Woram Galápagos History & Cartography Human and
Cartographic History of the Galapagos Islands
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Editor’s Note
See also B. M. Chambers (1933) ‘Where was Pepys Island? A problem in
historical geography, The Mariner’s Mirror, 19:4, 446–54
Geoffrey Brooks
Member, SNR

SNR The Fenland Lighter Project
Broadcasting, Public Awareness, and Early Years of the FLP
During 1986, at a time of close co-operation with Martin Howe, Curator
of Peterborough City Museum, various press releases went on their way
to a range of recipients. With very welcome promptness, Hereward Radio
(a commercial station of that time) rallied to the call for publicity. Based
at Peterborough’s Queensgate shopping mall, Hereward Radio provided
what it described as ‘a gust of oxygen’ for what became the FLP. One
immediate result was an expression of interest from the Fenland District
Council, an early focus involving the old vessel which became known as
the Upwell Lighter (see Topmasts 34).
Soon enough, other institutions within the Fenland region joined in
furthering public awareness at that early stage. Anglia Television made
an informative broadcast on the subject of Fenland lighters and their
noteworthy role within the regional history. The reach of this television
publicity was remarkable. Indeed, it highlighted the fact that such lighters
had played an important role within a wide swathe of England, extending
far beyond the Fenlands. Moreover, the implications of the word
‘lighter’ were used to spell out the way that river and seagoing trade had
complemented each other in a very effective manner.
It was not until 1987 that the BBC joined in: from then on, however,
its local radio network provided regular airtime for the work of the FLP,
right up to the turn of the century. Much of such broadcasting took place
in evenings, which sometimes meant ‘link-ups’ of half-a-dozen or more
stations. Some of this FLP material took the form of quite lengthy items:
other examples were interviews of just a few minutes. An early instance of
BBC involvement centred on the Fenland ‘voyage’ made by Lord Orford
in 1774 (see Topmasts
19–21).
Using
modified
Fenland
lighters, Orford and
his guests travelled the
waterways from the
Lakenheath area as
far as Peterborough.
An extended FLP
field trip, lasting
several days and
using a hired cruising
boat,
the
Arctic
Fox, retraced much
Figure 1 Robin Pascoe, BBC reporter, with FLP members warding
of Orford’s route.
off aggressive wasps (Photograph FLP)
Robin Pascoe, of
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BBC Radio Cambridgeshire, joined the Arctic Fox for part of this journey,
and she recorded on-the-spot impressions and comments which were
duly broadcast a few days later. The whole episode went very smoothly,
although there was a temporary hitch caused by highly aggressive wasps
at one landing place (see figure 1).
Early in the 1990s, the FLP found a good friend in Steve Somers. A
talented and ebullient BBC producer, he was instrumental in the broad
casting of Floating Trade, a radio series which became officially ‘twinned’
with Along the Nene published by Cambridgeshire County Council (see
Topmasts 33). Floating Trade received numerous ‘repeats’ on the BBC local
radio network. The series put emphasis on the historical links between river
and seagoing traffic, and it contained valuable input from the National
Maritime Museum. Short dramatized sketches and clever use of music
supplemented ‘talk content’. The overall effect was very considerable, to
judge by listeners’ feedback and incoming mail to the FLP.
Steve Somers took particular interest in the work of the FLP. This was
reflected in the way that he approached interviews with a range of people
who had had, earlier in their lives, personal experience of Fenland lighters
and the activities that went with them. Some striking examples involved
meetings with the Nene Barge and Lighter Company. It should be pointed
out that this quarrying firm had evidently acquired some of Vic Jackson’s
lighters, and had used them for a while in the transport of small-sized
‘pitching stones’ for the reinforcement of various river channels (see
Topmasts 34).
H. J. K. Jenkins
Fellow, SNR

SNR News
The Society’s ‘Sea Monster’ Logo: A possible update?
Although the Society was formed in 1910 it appears that our ‘sea monster’
logo did not materialize until 50 or so years later and, in the 1980s, we even
had a short-lived sperm whale burgee as the monster did n0t fit the pennant
shape! The image we have been using recently is an updated version of the
original but there have been recent discussions that we should consider a
clearer more modern logo – one that is easily identifiable and recognizable
and which could be used anywhere, e.g. publications, letters, badges, flags,
showing support at conferences or for research, etc.
The old and present sea monster is very much loved by a great number

Figure 1 Left, the original design; centre, the updated version; right, the SNR website:
a different monster!
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The chart that depicts the ‘best beast in the book’ and enlargements of ‘our’ sea monster

of people and they would be loath to see it disappear completely. But the
suggestion now is that it could be the time to modernize it further so it
gives an image of a lively, forward-looking historical research society that
would welcome and engage new and younger members.
When Professor Michael Lewis chose the spouting sea monster as a
motif, and John Munday adapted the drawing for the weavers for use
on the Society’s tie, they wanted the image to ‘foster a sense of Society
identity’ and ‘attract new members’.
It is envisaged that the Publications and Membership Committee, and
members of Council, will be discussing an updated design and thinking
how best to create an image that retains the sea monster but is clear in both
colour and black-and-white and is fit for purpose.
Some of you, particularly newer members, may be interested in a little
more historical background information on how the present logo evolved.
When Professor Lewis chose ‘our’ monster it appears he considered
many that were illustrating Lucas Janszoon Wagenaer’s Spieghel der
Zeevaert, first published in Holland in 1585. He eventually chose one
from a chart of Finland, The outtermost or farthest parte of the Easterne
Sea Eastwardly . . . East Finland, Rusland and Lyfflan.
John Munday believed he chose ‘the best beast in the book’. The
Spieghel, the first marine atlas ever printed, is rich in hydrographic detail
and was intended for pilotage of coastal waters. Dutch charts were widely
used by British sailors during the seventeenth century and were always
known as Waggoners. A Latin edition of the Spieghel was published in
1586 as Speculum Nauticum. An English translation was commissioned
by Sir Christopher Hatton from Anthony Ashley whose dedication to
Hatton is dated 20 October 1588. The title of the completed work was
‘The Mariner’s Mirrour’ [sic]. A reproduction of its title page, slightly
amended from time to time, has formed the front cover of our journal
since its inception.
It was first suggested in 1983 that the Council may wish to approve the use
of a burgee to enable SNR members to recognize one another when afloat.
The heraldic monsters did not readily lend themselves as recognizable
devices for a flag therefore the design selected was the simple outline of
the sperm whale or cachalot (Physeter Catadon) in gold on a dark blue
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The original cover of ‘The Mariner’s Mirrour’ and one of the Society’s journals from 100
years ago.

background. These burgees were
made in the Chatham Dockyard
Flag Loft, which is no longer in
existence, and, I must admit, I have
never seen any of them.
So, if anyone has any thoughts
or ideas on ‘our’ monster, and its
future use, please feel free to let me
know at alistair.roach@snr.org.uk
and I’ll ensure they are passed on
to those who are dealing with the
matter.

Alistair Roach
Hon. Secretary SNR

The Victory Medal
The 2020 Victory Medal winner: Mark Edwards MBE
The Victory Medal was traditionally awarded to those who have shown
exceptional assistance and dedication in serving HMS Victory and assisting
in her conservation, but since 2012 has been awarded to those who have
demonstrated similar dedication to any vessel(s).
As the Victory Dinner has been cancelled, SNR will not be presenting
be presenting this year’s Victory Medal to the recipient, Mark Edwards
on the deck of HMS Victory. Other arrangements will be made when the
Covid-19 lockdown permits.
Mark Edwards is a traditional boatbuilder of Thames craft, particularly
skiffs, but also because of his Cornish origins he has built up considerable
expertise in the construction of pilot gigs. His knowledge of Thames
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Figure 1

‘Jubilant’, an eight-oared shallop built by Mark Edwards

craft, punts, shallops, gigs, whiffs, cutters, and wherries, their origins and
development, is second to none, as is his knowledge of the Thames and its
customs and traditions.
In the world of the wooden boat enthusiast he is known for his very
many new-build and restored skiffs, punts and dinghies; the wider world
will have seen four builds in particular.
• In 2002 Mark designed and built an eight-oared shallop, The Jubilant,
to celebrate the Queen’s Golden Jubilee.
• Also in 2002 he built a wooden submarine based on the original
seventeenth-century version by Cornelius Jacobszoon Drebbell. This
was shown in the BBC TV programme Building the Impossible in
November 2002. It was successfully tested under water with two rowers.
• In 2004 he built replicas of the original boats used in the 1829 Boat
Race. These were raced by former members of Oxford and Cambridge
crews over the original course at Henley.
• In 2011 and 2012 he designed and built the 94-foot-long (29 metre)
Gloriana, a rowing barge powered by 18 oarsmen as the lead ship in
the Thames Diamond Jubilee Pageant.
Mark’s conservation work covers a wide range of powered and unpowered
craft, open boats and cabin cruisers but specific examples include MY
Lilian built 1916 by Pettersson, C G, Stockholm (on the National Historic
Ship register 2758) and Debonair, Thames Launch built 1922 by H Gibbs,
(on the small boats register 684) and Astoria, a luxury houseboat built for
Fred Karno in 1911 (not on the register).
In addition he has given employment and training in boat-building
skills to a large number of local young people, many of whom have come
from difficult backgrounds.
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The Anderson Medal
We are delighted to announce that out of 16 nominations
the prestigious Anderson Medal, for the best maritime
non-fiction book in 2018 has been awarded to Professor
Crosbie Smith for his book Coal Steam and Ships:
Engineering Enterprise and Empire on the Nineteenth
Century Seas (Published by Cambridge University Press).
Crosbie Smith explores the trials and tribulations of
first-generation Victorian mail steamship lines, their
passengers, proprietors and the public. Eyewitness
accounts show in rich detail how these enterprises
engineered their ships, constructed empire-wide systems
of steam navigation and won or lost public confidence in
the process. Controlling recalcitrant elements within and
around steamship systems, however, presented constant
challenges to company managers as they attempted to build trust and
confidence. Managers thus wrestled to control shipbuilding and marine
engine-making, coal consumption, quality and supply, shipboard discipline,
religious readings, relations with the Admiralty and government, anxious
proprietors, and the media, especially following a disaster or accident.
Emphasizing interconnections between maritime history, the history of
engineering and Victorian culture, Smith’s innovative history of early ocean
steamships reveals the fraught uncertainties of Victorian life on the seas.
The judging panel thought that the book was exceptional. It examined
and analysed the origins of oceanic steam navigation with a comprehensive
and multidimensional approach which demonstrated how social and
religious connections were as vital in the formation of steam shipping lines
as technological developments. They believed that this book was a model
example of the need to combine the broadest range of perspectives thus
explaining maritime history properly and completely.
Due to Covid-19 the presentation to Professor Crosbie Smith due to
take place on 23 April was cancelled. Other arrangements will be made
when the Covid lockdown permits.

Overseas News from the Netherlands
SAIL Amsterdam 2020 and World Port Days in Rotterdam cancelled
SAIL Amsterdam 2020 (12–16 August) has been cancelled. This huge
maritime event is held every five years since 1975. SAIL fully respects the
measures the authorities are taking to combat the spread of the coronavirus.
These measures unfortunately make it impossible to host SAIL. In close
consultation with the City of Amsterdam, Port of Amsterdam, the province
of Noord-Holland and other partners, the difficult decision has been made
to delay this year’s event and organize SAIL again in 2025. SAIL will then
be in its tenth edition and one of the main events in celebrations to mark
750 years of the city of Amsterdam. It will also be 50 years since the very
first SAIL was held.
For more information, see: https://www.sail.nl/en/
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World Port Days
The 43rd edition the World Port Days, a yearly maritime event in
Rotterdam, was scheduled for 4, 5 and 6 September 2020. Although this
weekend falls outside the currently applicable ban on major events, the
organization has decided to cancel the event. Nevertheless, the World
Port Days Foundation still wants to put the port of Rotterdam in the
limelight in 2020 and is considering the possibilities. Taking into account
the restrictions that currently apply, it is not realistic to organize such a
large public event in the way that the participants and visitors are used
to. Therefore, with a heavy heart it had been decided that the World Port
Days will unfortunately not be held in 2020.
For more information, see
https://wereldhavendagen.nl/wereldhavendagen-2020/ (in Dutch)
First edition of Vlootschouw (‘Fleet Review’)
On Saturday, 18 January 2020, the first Vlootschouw (‘Fleet Review’) took
place in the Maritime Museum (Het Scheepvaartmuseum) in Amsterdam.
The aim of this symposium is to create a meeting place for all researchers
interested in the maritime past of the Netherlands and Belgium. It serves as a
platform for exchanging ideas, presenting current research and stimulating
interdisciplinary collaboration. This caught the attention of many,
exceeding the maximum number of 150 registrations. The intended goal is
to organize a ‘Fleet Review’ every two years. This first edition started with
a keynote speech by Professor Michiel van Groesen of Leiden University
in which he used the disaster of the container ship MSC Zoë as a metaphor
for maritime history. He emphasized the corresponding points of social
relevance, interdisciplinarity and internationalization. As an example of an
interdisciplinary research, he mentioned the two PhD positions that will
soon be starting at Leiden University, in which a collaboration will take
place between archaeologists and historians. The investigation will focus
on the ship wreck Scheurrak SO1.
The symposium was divided into three sessions that each consisted
of several five-minute pitches, and at the end of each session there was
plenty of time to ask questions to the presenters. The topics varied from
ship’s libraries, the digitization of the Prize Papers, the development of the
‘Averij Grosse’, maritime interest in the correspondence of the eighteenthcentury Dutch writer Belle van Zuylen, the life and times of the Norwegian
immigrant Jan Pieter Land, who sailed with the Dutch East India Company
(VOC) and became mayor of the Frisian city of Dokkum, and research
into the maritime trade defense of civil shipping from 1945 to the present.
During lunchtime and drinks afterwards, the participants had plenty of
time and opportunity to meet, catch up, reflect on the contributions to the
morning program and, last but not least, to exchange ideas about running
research. In any case, the various posters that were arranged in a separate
room offered enough opportunities for discussion. As many as twenty
people, archaeologists, curators and historians, presented their plans or
findings in poster format.
The afternoon programme started with the second session of pitches by
doctoral and master’s students. The topics here were the living conditions
and humanitarian aspects of life on board Dutch naval ships between
1780 and 1880, the Taiwanese interest for maritime archeology and the
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explicit focus here on the Netherlands, the reuse of medieval shipwrecks,
in particular in Zeeland, for other purposes, such as road repair, the racial
relations at the Compagnie Maritime Belge (1930–60), a Belgian shipping
company that provided a shipping connection between Antwerp and
the former colony of Congo, the archaeological research into an English
merchant ship, which was wrecked on the Zuiderzee between 1715–25,
the historical and archaeological research into the blue beads on the island
of Saint Eustatius that should be regarded as an invented history, and the
project ‘Exploring Slave Trade in Asia’ and the importance of large data
sets for slavery research.
The third and final session showed a great variety of topics as well. A
search on the 1,580 shipwrecks the Dutch state can claim, research on
an eighteenth-century shipwreck off the coast of Stavoren in Friesland,
linguists showed a new angle on maritime history with a study whether De
Ruyter’s social rise from boatman’s boy to admiral is reflected in his choice
of words and sentence structure, new techniques with 3D software present
new information on early eighteenth-century shipbuilding methods , and
finally an investigation on the early twentieth century concern about
revolutionary ideas among personnel of the Royal Netherlands Navy.
A closing panel discussion reflected on the future of the field of maritime
history from various backgrounds. First the question was addressed of
how maritime history can remain socially relevant. Museums are already
responding to questions from the public by paying attention to socially
relevant themes such as the environment and migration history. However,
the field could involve the public more by allowing interested parties to
think about historical issues. In addition, the discipline can make more use
of stories from the public for collections and research.
A second issue concerned the international importance of naval history
from the Low Countries. Naval history has always been a world history. In
fact, the specialty is said to be one of the most international subdisciplines
in history. This is visible, among other things, through international
collaborations, but even more international projects would be desirable.
The first edition of Vlootschouw (‘Fleet review’) was a great success. The
second edition is to be held in 2022. For more information, see: https://
maritiemportal.nl/blogarchief/ (in Dutch)
Het Scheepvaartmuseum makes spectacular art acquisition in the UK
Het Scheepvaartmuseum (the National Maritime Museum) in Amsterdam
has purchased two rare, royally commissioned tapestries designed by
Willem van de Velde the Elder (1611–93) in England. The tapestries mark
the significance of shared Anglo-Dutch heritage. The acquisition is the
largest in the history of the museum and was made possible with the
generous support of a large number of Dutch sponsors. The artworks
arrived at the museum at the beginning of this year and will be on public
display from October 2021 in an exhibition, Willem van de Velde, Father
and Son.
The tapestries are part of a series of six which depict various scenes from
the battle of Solebay in 1672. A first set was commissioned by King Charles
II shortly after the battle and which is still in the Royal Collection, with one
tapestry on permanent loan to the National Maritime Museum in Greenwich.
Thirteen years later Charles’s brother, King James II, commissioned a
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Figure 1 ‘The Fleets Drawn Up for Battle’, design Willem van de Velde the Elder (5.87
m x 3.30 m), woven after 1685 (Collection Het Scheepvaartmuseum, Amsterdam)

Figure 2 ‘The Burning of the Royal James (Later in the Day)’, design Willem
van de Velde the Elder (4.57 m x 3.,30 m), woven after 1685. (Collection Het
Scheepvaartmuseum, Amsterdam

second set of six tapestries depicting the battle. This second set of six, which
has been in private hands since the late seventeenth century, was broken
up for sale in 1914. Four tapestries from this set are currently in American
museum collections, but not on public display. The two tapestries recently
acquired by Het Scheepvaartmuseum in Amsterdam are from the second
set and were the last two that will ever appear on the art market. Prior to
their acquisition by the museum, the two tapestries have been restored
with great care in the UK.
The tapestries will go on display for the first time during a large Van de
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Velde exhibition that opens at Het Scheepvaartmuseum in October 2021.
Due to the corona crisis the exhibition is postponed for a year, for it was
intended to open the exhibition in October 2020. Given its size and scope,
this retrospective exhibition will be a world first. After the exhibition the
tapestries will remain on public display in the museum permanently.
For more information about the retrospective exhibition of artists
Willem van de Velde the Elder and his son Willem van de Velde, see www.
hetscheepvaartmuseum.com/vandevelde
Sound Toll Registers (STR) online
STR online is a project of the University of Groningen (RUG) and Tresoar,
Frisian Historical and Literary Centre at Leeuwarden. Scholarly support
is rendered by the Danish National Archives, Copenhagen and the Fryske
Akademy, Leeuwarden. About 1.8 million registered passages through
the Sound over a period of 360 years provide information on skippers,
cargo, origin and destination. The enormous wealth of information from
the Sound Toll Registers has been made digitally accessible to everyone.
This absolute sample job was formally concluded on 31 January 2020 with
a symposium and transfer of the project to the research institute Huygens
ING in Amsterdam.
At first glance it may seem like a somewhat strange combination. After
all, what connects Friesland to the toll registers of a strait between Denmark
and Sweden? The answer is surprisingly many. Not only was trade with
the area around the Baltic Sea of great importance to the Netherlands – the
prosperity of the Golden Age depended on this so-called ‘moedernegotie’
(maternal feeling) – but it was also precisely Frisian skippers who, in the
eighteenth century in particular, spent a large part of this for their account
names. Reason enough to take the initiative to make this information
digitally available. In 2008 the partnership between Tresoar and the RUG
received a grant of €2.5 million from NWO and additional funding from a
number of private funds. Substantial amounts, but unfortunately not nearly
enough to have everything entered by professional historians. The answer
was found among the employees of social workshop Breed in Nijmegen.
They entered much of the data between 2009 and 2013. However, a new
political wind in The Hague put an end to these plans, but thanks to the
help of about 50 volunteers, the remaining part was fortunately still able
to be completed from 2014 onwards.
The Sound Toll Registers offer all kinds of opportunities for new projects,
e.g. possibilities for linking this to various other sources. For example,
the networks of pre-modern Frisian freight shipping can be mapped even
better by combining the data from the Sound Toll registers with existing
information from the auctions of shipyards, the Hindeloper Scheepsboek
Hempenius or the Prize Papers. The wealth of information can also be
illustrated by means of various macro-historical research questions that
historians have already been able to answer thanks to the Sound Toll
registers. After all, the relations between eastward and westward trade and
the shifts in them say a lot about developments in the Baltic Sea region.
The rise and fall of trading cities can be mapped and traced from the ports
of departure and destination. Equally interesting is the research into the
role of Norwegian skippers in international trade networks in the area
around the North and Baltic Sea in the early modern period. And it is
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also possible to link information from many different sources with the
Sound Toll Registers. This is already being done on a small scale, but it is
very time consuming. For more information, see: http://www.soundtoll.
nl/index.php/en/
‘Stadsgraanzuiger 19’, a Rotterdam port icon
Elevators are huge ‘vacuum cleaners’ that take care of the loading and
unloading of dry bulk goods. The cargo is sucked out of the ship and
weighed in the elevator. It is then dumped into another smaller vessel and
transported further.
At the beginning of the last century, ocean ships brought grain, seeds,
beans, peas, nuts or rice from all over the world to the port of Rotterdam.
Elevators were used for the trans-shipment of these products. The import
of elevators around 1900 caused a huge uproar among the dock workers.
In their view, mechanization meant the loss of work. Once in the harbour,
however, it soon turned out that the faster trans-shipment method
generated more ships and therefore more work.
‘Stadsgraanzuiger 19’ (Urban Grain Elevator No. 19) is the last
surviving grain elevator in the world! It was built by Chantier Naval John
Cockerill in Hoboken (Belgium) in 1926/27 and was mainly used for the
transshipment of grain. A steam engine drove two enormous air pumps
which created a vacuum, sucking the grain out of the ship’s hold.
‘Stadsgraanzuiger 19’ is one of the masterpieces in the collection of the
Maritime Museum Rotterdam, but also in Flanders. It is a complicated
machine, but it is almost a century old. Therefore the project for the
restoration of ‘Stadsgraanzuiger 19’ has faced many difficulties. Two
museums from two countries work closely together on the restoration
project: the Maritime Museum Rotterdam and the MAS I Museum aan
de Stroom in Antwerp. They are helped by various external experts and
of course the people from the Rotterdam Grain Elevator loan foundation,
thanks to whom ‘Stadsgraanzuiger
19’ escaped the demolition
hammer. All groups involved
have very different backgrounds.
Bringing all different disciplines
and types of people together is a
challenge. Therefore connecting is
precisely the essence of the grain
elevator project. Not only was the
elevator the physical link between
sea and inland shipping, but also a
hinge in time between the heavy
work of the bag carriers and a new
generation of technically trained
port staff. In addition, a new
link role is now being added as a
shared masterpiece of the ports of
Antwerp and Rotterdam.
The project is quite expensive
Figure 3 ‘Graanzuiger 19’ in the Maritime Museum
and the majority of restoration
Harbor in Rotterdam (Photograph by Fred Ernst,
is funded by the Flemish
Collection Maritime Museum Rotterdam)
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government, but the Maritime Museum itself must also contribute more
than half a million euros. Some of this comes from the reserves, and the
rest through external funds and sponsors. The main goals is to preserve
‘Stadsgraanzuiger 19’ for future generations.
In the near future the restored ‘Stadsgraanzuiger 19’ will receive a place
of honor in the new Maritime Museum Harbour. There, not only a new
pavilion is being created, containing the renewed workplaces, but also in
the harbor itself, major plans are being executed. The jetty is extended
– made possible thanks in part to the financial efforts of our patrons –
and the floating crane ‘Simson’ will be given a better place, which will
make a real ‘Museum harbour tour’ possible in the future. The Maritime
Museum still seeks funds for the restoration project. Any support and
every contribution is welcome and contributes to the realization of this
special project. Small or large. For more information: https://www.
maritiemmuseum.nl/tentoonstellingen/graanelevator (in Dutch)
Ron Brand
Maritime Museum Rotterdam
Overseas Corresponding Member for the Netherlands

Mariner’s Mirror Back Numbers for Collection
An almost complete set of Mariner’s Mirrors dating from 1951 to 2012,
just one or two missing, is available to go to a good home. For collection in
the Winchester area. If you are interested, please contact Julia at juliaw_4@
hotmail.com

The Tomlin Fund
Recipient report by Cheryl Fury
Let me begin by saying how very grateful I am to the Society of Nautical
Research for granting me £800 from its Tomlin Bequest Fund (2018).
This financial assistance helped me cover some of the costs of a trip to
London to research healthcare in the early English East India Company.
My findings from those weeks spent in the British Library helped me
complete a forthcoming essay. Some of the material I gathered on that trip
facilitates ongoing research: even though travel is severely curtailed by the
Covod-19 pandemic, I am still benefiting from the Society’s generosity.
As a Canadian who researches English maritime social history, I am at
a bit of a disadvantage. Each trip to the UK archives requires thousands
of dollars. Research grants are not easy to come by as many Canadian
granting agencies prioritize research done on our own national history. I’m
also ineligible for some of the larger British grants because I am not a UK
national. Although I am happy to say that I have recently secured a multiyear federal research grant, until this past year, much of my published
work was made possible through smaller grants like those of the Society
of Nautical Research.
I have been working on healthcare in the early East India Company
for the past few years, trying to fill in sizable gaps in our knowledge.
Although historians have written at length about the Company’s later
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history as an imperial and
commercial
powerhouse,
there has been little ink spilt
on the foundational decades of
the early seventeenth century.
This is especially true of the
men who sailed – and often
perished – during these multiyear trade voyages to the east.
I had already explored the
first decade of healthcare
on East India Company
ships (about 1601–11) when
I applied for a SNR grant.1
Although
mortality
was Figure 1 Pages from ‘The Surgeon’s Mate’ (© British
Library Board IOR/5/228)
shockingly high on these
voyages, I challenged the
prevailing view that the Company was negligent of its employees’ welfare.
On the contrary, I found overwhelming evidence that the Company was
a solicitous employer; it took pains to supply its men with a healthy diet
and provide its fleets with surgeons. Because healthcare was imagined in a
holistic manner, the Company was also very concerned about the spiritual
health of its labour force: each fleet carried a preacher, for example. Most
notably, the leader of the maiden voyage (1601–3), General James Lancaster,
doled out lemon juice and citrus fruit to his men to ward off scurvy –
one of the most lethal foes of seafarers. Lancaster’s example was followed
for subsequent voyages and was the most significant development in the
Company’s healthcare regime in its first decade.
The SNR’s support allowed me to examine the EIC’s healthcare
policies during the succeeding years. I was curious to see if its healthcare
policies continued to evolve. This proved to be the case. The Company
appointed John Woodall as its first Surgeon General in 1612. Woodhall
drew up regulations for the Company’s surgeons and tried to ensure their
medical chests were outfitted with proper medicines and instruments.2
The Company also commissioned the Surgeon-General’s landmark
instructional treatise, The Surgeon’s Mate (1617).3 Woodall’s appointment
was ‘a matter of gratte Consequence wch doth concerne much the welfare
and liues of all their men’ and was the most significant healthcare measure
of the Company’s second decade.4
Despite such measures, fatalities continued to mount. Critics deplored
the attrition of England’s skilled seamen: Robert Kayll wrote in 1615
that ‘men do die extraordinarily in this voiage’, and bemoaned that ‘their
1 That research on EIC healthcare in the Company’s first decade will appear as ‘ ‘Men Whose
Vocation Calls us to Dangers Substantial’: Healthcare in the early English East India Company,
1601–1611’ in C. Jowitt, C. Lambert and S. Mentz (eds) The Ashgate Research Companion to
Marine and Maritime Worlds, 1400–1800: Oceans in Global History and Culture (forthcoming,
2020).
2 J. H. Appleby, ‘New Light on John Woodall, Surgeon and Adventurer’, Medical History 25
(1981), 251–68.
3 Woodall published a number of related works and editions of The Surgeon’s Mate. D’Arcy
Power, ‘The Surgeons [sic] Mate” by John Woodall’, The British Journal of Surgery 16:61 (July
1928), 1.
4 British Library, IOR B/5/228.
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labours and liues were sacrificed to that implacable East Indian Neptune’.5
The EIC still made concerted efforts to preserve its workforce and tried to
prove itself a good corporate citizen.6 The Company took responsibility for
the men in its employ during and, increasingly, after their voyages. Because
these men were away for years at a time and the majority died abroad, this
caused considerable hardship for their families at home. The Company’s
correspondence reveals it was usually responsive to the petitions of those
who became sick or injured in its service, as well as petitions of desperate
dependents struggling because of the absence, incapacity, or death of the
breadwinners. As the volume of voyages increased so too did the numbers
of sick, injured and dead, which led to an increase in petitions. In its second
and third decades (1610–30), the Company transitioned from ad hoc
responses to individual petitioners to a systematic plan for pensions for
those who were disabled in its service. Its plans for a hospital and chapel
also crystallized in the 1620s.
Contemporaries and modern historians have falsely assumed that high
mortality rates on EIC ships and trading bases indicates ill-treatment.
It is my hope that ongoing research will modify our views of the EIC’s
corporate callousness, at least when dealing with its English-born
employees. In its foundational years, the Company struggled to keep its
workforce fit for purpose while trying to establish Asian trade, which was
replete with dangers and challenges. The East India Company’s efforts
to strike a balance between the health and safety of its employees while
remaining economically viable is especially relevant during the present
pandemic.
Cheryl Fury
University of New Brunswick (Saint John)

5 R. Kayll, The Trades Increase (London, 1615), 30–1, 28-9.
6 W. A. Pettigrew and E. Smith, ‘Corporate Management, Labor Relations, and Community
Building at the East India Company’s Blackwall Dockyard, 1600–57’, Journal of Social History
53:1 (2019), 133–56.
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SNR Anderson and Tomlin Funds
Grant Applications 2020
A number of these grantees have requested extensions due to COVID
restrictions, and they have been granted.
Name

Institution

Subject

Award

Rachel
BlackmanRogers

KCL

Facing Unlimited War: Strategic
Evolution and Cultural
Transformation, 1796–1798
Grant to look at papers held in
National library of Scotland and
Dundee Archives

£570

Dr Paul
Huddle

University
College
Dublin

Royal Naval Cost Volunteers (185373) and the development a British
naval reserve
Support for visits to archives

£294.50

Timothy
Moots

KCL

The Royal Navy during the interwar £293.20
period
Visits to archives

Brandon
Munda

William &
Marys

The intersection between European
£580.00
state intelligence activities and
practices and formations of
government during the War of
Spanish Succession
Assistance to visit archives in the UK

James Smith

KCL

Organizational change, particularly £1,200
of the Royal Navy and the United
States Navy after post-1945. The
creation of an account of the
development of British naval
wargaming, including its relationship
with other countries.
Travel to archives in UK and US

Henry Snow

Rutgers
University

The Ends of the Ocean: Power and
£350
Change at the Atlantic Dockside,
1740-1840.
Assistance to visit archives in
Portsmouth returned due to inability
to travel

Conferences
Scott Carballo IPPMSN

International Postgraduate Port and £300
Maritime Studies Conference
25–27 February 2020 Ulster Folk and
Maritime Museum

BCMH KCL Seminars £250
Exeter Seminars
£500
New Researchers
£500
Maritime History North £300
Total
£1,550
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Conference Reports
2020 Annual Conference of the
North American Society for Oceanic History (NASOH)
As with so many other events, the Covid-19 pandemic caused the North
American Society for Oceanic History to postpone its annual conference
until next year. NASOH had planned to hold the May 2020 conference
in Pensacola, Florida. The postponed conference will also take place in
Pensacola in May 2021. In the spring NASOH will post further information
about the 2021 conference on its website: www.nasoh.org Tentative
plans are also in place to hold the follow-on 2022 annual conference in
Wilmington, Delaware.
Despite the postponement of this year’s conference and the absence
of the usual formal banquet to announce prizes, NASOH’s book prize
committee proceeded with its work. The committee announced the
following John Lyman Book Awards for books published during the
calendar year 2019:
Canadian Naval & Maritime History
Winner: J. M. MacFarlane and L. J. Salmon Around the World in a Dugout
Canoe: The untold story of Captain John Voss and the ‘Tilikum’, Harbour
Publishing
United States Naval History
Winner: B. Armstrong, Small Boats and Daring Men: Maritime raiding,
irregular warfare, and the early American Navy, University of Oklahoma
Press
Honorable Mention: R. D. Wadle, Selling Sea Power: Public relations and
the U.S. Navy, 1917–1941, University of Oklahoma Press
United States Maritime History
Winner: N. Shoemaker, Pursuing Respect in the Cannibal Isles: Americans
in nineteenth-century Fiji, Cornell University Press
Honorable Mention: J. M. Lindgren, Preserving Maritime America: A
cultural history of the nation’s great maritime museums, University of
Massachusetts Press
Naval and Maritime Science and Technology
Winner: M. E. Schotte, Sailing School: Navigating science and skill, 1500–
1800, Johns Hopkins University Press
Honorable Mention: R. J. King, Ahab’s Rolling Sea: A natural history of
‘Moby-Dick’, University of Chicago Press
Naval and Maritime Reference Works and Published Primary Sources
Winner: K. W. Sayers, U.S. Navy Auxiliary Vessels: A history and directory
from World War I to today, McFarland Publishing
Naval and Maritime Biography and Autobiography
Winner: A. J. Connors, Went to the Devil: A Yankee whaler in the slave
trade, University of Massachusetts Press
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Honorable Mention: P. P. O’Brien, The Second Most Powerful Man in the
World: The life of Admiral William D. Leahy, Roosevelt’s Chief of Staff,
Dutton
John B. Hattendorf, FSNR
Corresponding Member of the SNR for the USA

The 250th anniversary of the
Barcelona Nautical School
In 2019 the Barcelona Nautical School (now the Nautical Faculty of
Barcelona) celebrated its 250th anniversary following a year-long series
of events including 15 conferences, 8 exhibitions, 4 debates, 3 book
presentations, 2 seminars of 3 days each, 2 video sessions, and 6 awards.
It was founded by a mariner, Sinibaldo Mas (1735–1806), who taught the
first five students in a rented house, and within a few months the student
numbers had increased to 23.
Sinibaldo Mas was the son of small-holding farmers and little is known
about his early life except that he went to sea in 1755 at the age of 14. At
19 he came ashore to study navigation at the Seville College, but, failing
to gain a student place, returned to sea to continue his studies on board.
In October 1761 he was examined as second pilot at the Cartagena
School, a title that was revalidated at the Cádiz School in May 1762.
Then he embarked as a pilot in the Buen Jesús, sailing for Havana and
Veracruz. However, at Cape Saint Vincent, the ship was seized by British
corsairs, active during the Anglo-Spanish War (1761–3). All crewmen
were detained, although not for long, as soon after they were released and
returned to Cádiz.
Once there, Sinibaldo decided return to Catalonia, and embarked on
a settee. Off Marbella the ship was seized by an Algerian corsair and all
the crewmen taken to Algeria, where he was forced to become a pilot in
privateer ship for six years, until he was released by the friars of the order
of the Most Holy Redeemer and returned to Cartagena at the end of 1768.
There he continued his studies, obtaining the title of first pilot in 1769. In
that document it was also stated that he was ‘declared able for teaching the
faculty’, that is the art of sailing, implying that he established his school in
Barcelona at the suggestion of the naval authorities of Cartahena.
In 1789–90, the Board of Commerce fitted out a privateer, against
the English, the frigate Nuestra Señora de la Merced, alias Almogáver,
commanded by Sinibaldo himself, at his own request, and among whose
180 crew were 18 students. Neither the actions of Buen Jesús and Nuestra
Señora de la Merced, alias Almogáver are well know in Spain. Perhaps an
interesting research project for a reader?
The 250th anniversary of the Barcelona Nautical School was a unique
event. Normally, such anniversaries are celebrated in a single event,
highlighting all the benefits that the organisation has provided over time.
Following the announcement of the celebration by the Dean of the Faculty
at the opening of the academic year 2018/19, commemorative events took
place throughout the year including a series of meetings and debates
attended by staff, students, administrators and delegates from across the
maritime world.
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Following a year of events dedicated to the anniversary of the Faculty,
the final, official act of commemoration was on 3 October 2019 and began
with solemn mass, followed by the planting of a tree in the Faculty garden,
the unveiling of a commemorative plaque and speeches by the Rector
of Dean Polytechnic University of Catalonia and Dean of the Faculty
followed by a celebration dinner.
The events achieved significant press coverage and reaffirmed the esteem
in which the Faculty is held by a wide range of organisations, and promises
a great future for the Faculty.
Laureno Carbonell Relat
Overseas corresponding Member of the SNR for Spain

Call for Papers
Naval Dockyards Society Conference
Dockyards and Baltic Campaigns (1721–2021)
Comparisons and Transformations
27 March 2021, National Maritime Museum Greenwich
This one-day conference will examine the role of the naval dockyards
and bases that were closely associated with Baltic naval campaigns. 1721
was the year that the Great Northern War was finally concluded. The
key dockyards in this war were Copenhagen, Karlskrona, Chatham, St
Petersburg and Kronstadt. Britain’s concern was to maintain the balance
of power, sending large squadrons into the Baltic to ensure the continued
supply of naval stores: especially Russian hemp, Swedish iron and ‘East
Country’ timber.
Other conflicts, such as those in the Thirty Years War 1618–48, the
Second Baltic War 1655–60, the Russo-Swedish war 1788–90, the 1918–20
Russian civil war, two world wars and the twentieth-century Baltic states’
wars of liberation are also within the scope of this conference.
Deadline 30 October 2020.
https://navaldockyardssociety.files.wordpress.com/2020/04/cfpbaltic-v5.pdf

Conferences
Naval Dockyards Society
Twenty-Fourth Annual Conference
Where Empires Collide: Dockyards and naval bases in and
around the Indian Ocean
National Maritime Museum Greenwich
This conference has been rescheduled to 31 October 2020 at the National
Maritime Museum. Please check https://navaldockyards.org/conferences/
in late August in case of further changes.
This one-day conference will examine the role and scope of naval bases
and naval support facilities in and around the Indian Ocean. Were bases
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built to defend colonies, control colonies, or to attack the enemy? Were
they to suppress local forces, engage companies threatening the British
East India Company or as adjuncts to European struggles? How useful
were they to their founding countries in the 17th–20th centuries? How
has their heritage developed?
Click here for further details and booking form https://
navaldockyardssociety.files.wordpress.com/2020/02/conference-2020booking-form.pdf
Click here for program details https://navaldockyardssociety.files.
wordpress.com/2020/02/programme-2020.pdf

Maritime History North
Autumn 2020 Conference
Wednesday 21 October (provisional), The Athenaeum, Liverpool
The conference is provisionally arranged for 21 October, or as soon
as practicable thereafter, at the Athenaeum in Liverpool city centre, a
prestigious club of many years, just a few minutes’ walk from both Lime
Street and Central Stations, a little further from the bus station and with
convenient parking close by. The conference will comprise a three-lecture
programme running from about 10:30 to 16:00 with one lecture before and
two after lunch. The timing, venue and proximity to a mainline station
will, it is hoped, enable a day return for those coming from the northeast or trans-Pennine and London. For those who wish there are hotels
nearby, details of which will be sent with the calling notice.
The conference will comprise presentations on the three admirals listed
below who each in their time contributed greatly to the development of
world wide naval strategy, are of relatively recent vintage yet historically
very significant.
Professor Eric Grove Admiral Alfred Thayer Mahan USN, the inventor
and evangelist of Sea Power
Captain Jeremy Stocker RNR Grand Admiral Alfred von Tirpitz Imperial German Navy and the ‘Tirptiz Trap’
Dr Scott Lindren Admiral of the Fleet Sir John Arbuthnot Fisher, First
Baron of Kilverstone, the Myth and Reality
The calling notice will be circulated directly a firm date is available.
Demand for tickets is expected to be high and, as numbers are restricted
by the size of the Athenaeum Library, you are encouraged both to keep
the date free and to book your ticket directly the calling notice is issued.
Additionally, you may care to email Alison Telfer (treasurer.mhn@gmail.
com) to register an expression of interest.
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Nautical Archaeology Society
2020 Virtual Conference
That’s What I Call Nautical Archaeology
21–22 November 2020
This year, in light of the unprecedented global situation, we have taken
the opportunity to create a special event, with our best line up ever. We
will be using the Pheedloop Virtual Event Platform to host two days of
interesting presentations, networking opportunities, exhibitions, fun stuff
for the young (including young at heart), awards, a quiz and the famous
NAS raffle.
Registrations will open in August, with further announcements on all
our social media feeds using the hashtag #ThatsNauticalArchaeology
• Multiple live session streams including real-time audience chat and
engagement
• A virtual exhibition area with real-time booth visitor tracking and
networking
• Virtual networking allowing face-to-face video meetings and catchups with your colleagues and friends
You can dip in and out of the weekend as much as you want.
The Main Stage will include presentations from some of the best speakers
we have ever hosted, from UK, Canada, Sweden, Argentina, USA,
Australia, Cyprus, Netherlands, Ireland and many more ,some returning
to give an update and others joining to present their new discoveries.
The NAS Member’s Stage will feature presentations from NAS members
about their research projects
The Student Stage will include talks by university students from around
the world on their dissertations or PhD topics.
Quiz Night to be hosted by our special guest quiz master
Exhibition Area where our sponsors and exhibitors look forward to
meeting you to hear about your work and how they can help
Children’s Activity Area will host activities to keep the young and the
forever young entertained over the weekend
Awards will include the Keith Muckelroy Memorial Award, the Adopt a
Wreck Award and the MSDS Marine Awards.
Our Raffle will raise donations to help support our campaign to Save The
London from destruction
For more details go to
https://www.nauticalarchaeologysociety.org/annual-conference
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Lecture
With the gradual lifting of the lockdown the organizers of lectures are
starting to think about their programmes for 2020/21, and websites are
starting to post ‘watch this space’ notices. This is the first one I have found.

Exeter University Centre for Maritime Historical Studies
Wednesday 21 October 2020
Dr Erin Spinney, Mount Allison University in Canada will be discussing
‘Female Labour and Hospital Ships, 1775–1815’. The lecture is being
jointly run with the Centre for Medical History at Exeter.
A full programme will be published by the end of August at
http://humanities.exeter.ac.uk/history/research/centres/maritime/
newsandevents/seminars/, where you will also find details of how to
watch the lectures online.

Some Online Resources
Lectures on maritime topics are still available online as videos and podcasts:
The Nautical Archaeology Society
https://www.nauticalarchaeologysociety.org/coved-talks-weeklywebcast
Lloyds Register Foundation Heritage and Education Centre
https://hec.lrfoundation.org.uk
The British Commission for Military History
www.historygoeson.com
Naval History Live
Youtube channel #NavalHistoryLive
Youtube channel Drachinifel
Youtube Channel Armoured Carriers and www.armouredcarriers.com.
Bilgepumps (and much more)
http://cimsec.org/podcasts

What’s Open (or Closed)?
All museums that have opened or have given a date for opening are
following UK government guidelines and asking visitors to book in
advance and select a time slot so that numbers can be managed to ensure
physical distancing. These guidelines also apply to members and pass
holders where such schemes operate. If you turn up without booking, you
may face a long wait until a slot becomes available. Before you go please
check the relevant website to see whether some elements remain closed, as
currently are many catering facilities.

National Museum of the Royal Navy
The National Museum of the Royal Navy is currently closed in line with
government restrictions issued in response to the Covid-19 crisis. We
are busy planning to re-open all of our sites to ensure that they are safe
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and enjoyable for our staff, volunteers and visitors but we are unable to
provide specific dates at this point.
Please do follow us on our social media channels to keep an eye out for
updates.
https://www.nmrn.org.uk/national-museum-royal-navy-portsmouth

Royal Museums Greenwich
Cutty Sark Open Children are free until 31 August.
Royal Observatory Open 3 August
Other areas of the Royal Museums Greenwich will be opening in stages
over the summer, but no dates have been given yet.
https://www.rmg.co.uk

SS ‘Great Britain’
Opened on 18 July for the 50th anniversary of her return to Bristol
https://www.ssgreatbritain.org/reopening

National Maritime Museum Cornwall
Now open https://nmmc.co.uk/2020/07/reopening/

The National Archives
Reading rooms – open for pre-booked visits only
The document reading room is now open for pre-booked visits only,
offering a limited service to visitors who need access to our collection of
original documents for their research. There is currently extremely limited
capacity to ensure the safety of our visitors and staff, and all visits must be
booked in advance. Please read Why do I have to book my visit?
Tuesday to Friday 10:00–14:50
Closed on Saturdays, Sundays and Mondays
Our map and large document reading room, reference library, exhibition
spaces, shop and cafes are currently closed.
https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/about/visit-us/opening-times/

Chatham Historic Dockyard
The Historic Dockyard Chatham re-opened on 25 July 2020. There will be
some restrictions, and some attractions and facilities will remain closed for
the moment so look at the ‘Know before you go’ section of their website
at https://thedockyard.co.uk/plan-your-visit/know-before-you-go/
https://thedockyard.co.uk

Maritime Museums
All museums in Scotland remain closed, as do the Merseyside Maritime
Museum, Discovery in Newcastle-upon-Tyne and Sea City Museum,
Southampton
https://www.scottishmaritimemuseum.org/important-closure-notice/
https://www.liverpoolmuseums.org.uk/merseyside-maritime-museum
https://seacitymuseum.co.uk
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Mystic Seaport
Most outdoor spaces and activities are open, but indoor exhibitions
remain closed, with the exception of the Thompson Building and the new
exhibition A Way with Wood: Celebrating Craft
https://www.mysticseaport.org/visit/plan-your-visit/hours-tickets/

Australian National Maritime Museum
We’ve opened our doors and will be observing strict social distancing
and hygiene measures to protect the health of all visitors and staff and
minimise the spread of COVID-19. To comply with government health
and safety restrictions some areas, including HMAS Onslow, are currently
unavailable.
https://www.sea.museum/covid-19-update/covid-19-information-forvisitors

New Books by Members
Phillip Reid The Merchant Ship in the British Atlantic,
1600—1800: Continuity and innovation in a key
technology Brill €127
In The Merchant Ship in the British Atlantic, 1600—
1800, Phillip Reid refutes the long-held assumption that
merchant ship technology in the British Atlantic during
the two centuries of its development was static for all
intents and purposes, and that whatever incremental
changes took place in it were inconsequential to the
development of the British Empire and its offshoots.
Drawing on a unique combination of evidence from
both traditional and unconventional sources, Phillip
Reid shows how merchants, shipwrights, and mariners
used both proven principles and adaptive innovations in hulls, rigs, and
steering systems to manage high physical and financial risks.
Sean M. Heuvel and John A. Rodgaard (eds) From
Across the Sea: North Americans in Nelson’s navy Helion
and Company $33.81
From Across the Sea: North Americans in Nelson’s Navy
explores the varied contributions of North Americans
to the Royal Navy during Great Britain’s wars against
Revolutionary and Napoleonic France. It is the first
book that explores this topic in depth. As an edited
compilation, top specialists in the field have contributed
thematic essays (on topics ranging from impressment
to the Anglo-American maritime relationship) as well
as biographical essays on a range of North Americans
from both the officer ranks and the lower deck. For
the biographical portraits, special attention has been paid to individuals
who have not already been the subject of extensive research and writing.
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Accompanying these essays are several never-before-published illustrations
depicting some of the key North Americans as well as the ships and naval
battles in which they were a part.
The book’s central focus is to challenge the common assumption that
the Nelson-era Royal Navy was manned exclusively by British sailors
and officers. Instead, Royal Navy personnel from this era often hailed
from different parts of the world, with North Americans comprising a
particularly significant contingent. For instance, Nelson’s fleet at Trafalgar
had hundreds of Americans as well as Canadians, not to mention individuals
from the Caribbean. Thus, From Across the Sea sheds new light on these
sailors and officers, showcasing years of original, primary source research
on the subject.
The book also challenges the misconception that all North Americanborn sailors who served in the Royal Navy were pressed into service.
Instead, a significant number volunteered for service of their own free
will, lured into the Royal Navy by visions of adventure and prize money.
Others volunteered more reluctantly, figuring that joining the Royal
Navy on their own terms was preferable to being forced in by a press
gang. Thus, From Across the Sea reveals that impressment was a more
complicated topic than most generally assume.
Over all, From Across the Sea concludes that North Americans played
an integral role in the Royal Navy during the Wars with France, from
the lower deck all the way to the highest levels of command. While some
of these North Americans operated in relative obscurity, others achieved
high rank and formed lasting friendships with some of Great Britain’s
foremost naval leaders of the age, including Lord Nelson and King William
IV. Theirs is a story that needs to be told, and now it has been told for the
first time through From Across the Sea.
John Bendall Kendall’s Longitude: The times and
voyages of K2 the Bounty watch Austin Macauley
£21.99 (hb) £9.99 (pbk)
Kendall’s Longitude celebrates the place in history of the
second of the three maritime timekeepers produced by
Larcum Kendall between 1770 and 1773 for the Board
of Longitude.
A reliable timekeeper was vital for British Navy ships
to pinpoint their exact position as they sailed the oceans
to secure the Empire and support the trade that made
the nation rich.
Maritime navigational tools could find latitude, the
position north or south of the equator, but establishing
longitude, or how far east or west you needed to sail, remained elusive.
The answer was to take on board an accurate timepiece, set to Greenwich
time.
But a pendulum clock would not work on a rolling ship so a smaller,
accurate watch was needed. John Harrison had developed four sea clocks
and his H4 watch was the breakthrough. Based on these, Kendall made a
series of smaller nautical timekeepers to take on board, accurate enough to
establish longitude. K2’s first voyage, accompanied by the young Horatio
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Nelson, was nearly its last because of the crushing Arctic ice. On its
next two expeditions it survived kidnappings, nautical intrigue and the
gunpowder plots of the American revolutionary wars. Its next voyage was
co the slave coasts of Africa.
Captain William Bligh took K2 on the Bounty, but he lost it in a fight
with the mutineers who sent him off in a small boat in 1789. Led by Fletcher
Christian, they carried it to Pitcairn Island from where it was recovered 18
years later by a Nantucket Quaker, only to be stolen by the Spanish. It was
carried on mules along the Andes before sailing into the Opium Wars in
China and finally being donated to the Royal Observatory in 1963.
So the pocket watch had many dramatic adventures, all admirably
portrayed in this book, which also contains two chapters of technical
explanation and an appendix by Mike Dryland detailing the nautical issues
and Kendall’s work and explaining watch technology.
The book is copiously illustrated with colour and black-and-white
photos.
Richard Blakemore and James Davey (eds) The
Maritime World of Early Modern Britain (Maritime
Humanities, 1400–1800) Amsterdam University
Press £104 Publication date 1 October 2020
Britain’s emergence as one of Europe’s major
maritime powers has all too frequently been
subsumed by nationalistic narratives that focus on
operations and technology. This volume, by contrast,
offers a daring new take on Britain’s maritime past. It
brings together scholars from a range of disciplines
to explore the manifold ways in which the sea
shaped British history, demonstrating the number
of approaches that now have a stake in defining the
discipline of maritime history. The chapters analyse
the economic, social, and cultural contexts in which
English maritime endeavour existed, as well as discussing representations
of the sea. The contributors show how people from across the British
Isles increasingly engaged with the maritime world, whether through
their own lived experiences or through material culture. The volume also
includes essays that investigate encounters between English voyagers and
indigenous peoples in Africa, and the intellectual foundations of imperial
ambition.
Brian Izzard Yangtze Showdown: China and the ordeal of HMS ‘Amethyst’
Pen & Sword Books, £10.39
The attack on the British frigate Amethyst on the Yangtze River by
Chinese Communists in 1949 made world headlines. There was even more
publicity when the ship made a dramatic escape after being trapped for
101 days. Eulogised by the British as an example of outstanding courage
and fortitude, the ‘Yangtze Incident’ was even made into a feature film,
which depicted the ship and her crew as innocent victims of Communist
aggression.
The truth was more complex, and so sensitive that the government
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intended that the files should be closed until 2030.
However, these have now been released and in
making use of these documents this book is the first
to tell the full story. What emerges is an intriguing
tale of intelligence failure, military over-confidence
and a hero with feet of clay – it is by no means as
heroic as the well-publicized official version, but
every bit as entertaining. While the reputations of
diplomatic and naval top brass take a knock, the
bravery and ingenuity of those actively involved
shines even more brightly. Written with verve and
including much new and surprising information,
this book is both enjoyable and informative.

Society For Nautical Research
Membership Report 1 April 2020 to 30 June 2020
New Members
Siwon Lee Culver City, California, USA
The Rev. William Mowll Faversham, Kent
Kenneth Hume Lichfield, Staffordshire
J. P. Sigmond Oegstgeest, Netherlands
Dave Parker Bishops Stortford, Hertfordshire
Alison Fairbairn Glasgow, Scotland
Mark Newland Iwerne Minster, Dorset
Faye Hammill Glasgow, Scotland
Jon Ward Seascale, Cumbria
Russ Leith Bristol
Steven Bird New Malden, Surrey
Timothy Bean Sandhurst, Camberley, Surrey
Hans Van T Noordende Dordrecht, Zuid-Holland, Netherlands
Beatrice Frabetti Emilia-Romagna, Italy
Jon Wheale Whyteleafe, Surrey
Ian Duffin Cheltenham, Gloucestershire
Richard Smith Singapore
Anthony Noon Fareham, Hampshire
John Fisher Sittingbourne, Kent
Peter Cowell London
Nick Reed Swanage, Dorset
Christopher Miller Glasgow, Scotland
Pangiotis Theofanous Limassol, Cyprus
Ken Brown New York, USA
Brian Izzard Brighton, East Sussex
Lindsey Blandford Manistique, Michigan, USA
New student members
Calum Bird Cambourne, Cornwall
Luca Filippi Banbury, Oxfordshire
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Peter Macfarlane Deakin, ACT, Australia
Gerasimi Protopsalti Athens, Greece
Reported deaths
John Bowden Hythe, Southampton
R. E. G. Harris East Cosham, Hampshire
Rear-Admiral R. O. Morris Bishops Lydeard, Somerset
Ian Arthur Milner Tunbridge Wells, Kent
John Tracey Pinner, Middlesex
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